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Essential PowerShell for Office 365: Managing and Automating Skills for Improved ProductivityApress, 2018

	
		Take your Office 365 skills to the next level. Master PowerShell for Office 365 to stay competitive in today’s world of highly sought after cloud management skills. With expert guidance, IT pros will learn how to leverage the muscle of PowerShell to automate many advanced administrative tasks not otherwise accessible in the...
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Towards a Service-Based Internet: Third European Conference, ServiceWave 2010Springer, 2010

	The ServiceWave conference series is committed to being the premier European forum for researchers, educators and industrial practitioners to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, experiences and concerns in software services (or the “Future of the Internet of Service”) and related underlying infrastructure...
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packetC ProgrammingApress, 2011

	This book covers a vast array of information related to packetC. It is a complete language reference and contains background information on many unique parts of packetC. As packetC shares much of its grammar with C, the book focuses on being an instructional language reference and not a general C programming introduction, since extensive...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	Microsoft® Dynamics CRM 2011 Unleashed presents start-to-finish guidance for planning, customizing, deploying, integrating, managing, and securing the newest version of Dynamics CRM. Authored by three leading Microsoft Dynamics implementers, it illuminates new opportunities to deploy CRM as a hosted service (SaaS), integrate with...
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Deploying Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to build, test, deploy, monitor, and maintain your Node.js applications at scale


	About This Book

	
		Gain comprehensive information on scaling Node.js both vertically and horizontally in the cloud and across virtual machines
	
		Learn how to use Gulp, Mocha, Chai, PhantomJS, Git,...
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Inter-cooperative Collective Intelligence: Techniques and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	This book covers the latest advances in the rapid growing field of inter-cooperative collective intelligence aiming the integration and cooperation of various computational resources, networks and intelligent processing paradigms to collectively build intelligence and advanced decision support and interfaces for end-users. The book brings a...
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Internet of Things and Data Analytics HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	
		This book examines the Internet of Things (IoT) and Data Analytics from a technical, application, and business point of view. 

	
		Internet of Things and Data Analytics Handbook describes essential technical knowledge, building blocks, processes, design principles, implementation, and marketing...
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C# 4.0 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	C# 4.0 Unleashed is a practical reference focusing on the C# language and the .NET platform as a whole. While covering the language in lots of detail, it also provides enough coverage of various popular .NET technologies and techniques (such as debugging) for the reader to be successful on the .NET platform. The...
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Beginning T-SQLApress, 2014

	Beginning T-SQL is a performance-oriented introduction to the T-SQL language underlying the Microsoft SQL Server database engine. T-SQL is essential in writing SQL statements to get data into and out of a database. T-SQL is the foundation for business logic embedded in the database in the form of stored procedures and functions....
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM API Development for Online and On-Premise EnvironmentsApress, 2013

	I have had the pleasure to work with Dynamics CRM since its 1.1 version. I can be honest—I didn’t feel cheated when Microsoft skipped the 2.0 release, and although it has been a late bloomer in the CRM market, it has gained significant traction over the last few releases and manages to land in the right (top right, to be specific)...
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Practical Mobile Forensics - Third Edition: A hands-on guide to mastering mobile forensics for the iOS, Android, and the Windows Phone platformsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Investigate, analyze, and report iOS, Android, and Windows devices

	
		Key Features

		
			Get hands-on experience in performing simple to complex mobile forensics techniques
	
			Retrieve and analyze data stored not only on mobile devices but also through the cloud and other connected...
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Practical API Architecture and Development with Azure and AWS: Design and Implementation of APIs for the CloudApress, 2018

	Learn the business and technical importance of API design and architecture using the available cloud services from Azure and AWS.
	


	
		This book starts off with an introduction to APIs and the concept of API Economy from a business and organizational perspective. You'll decide on a sustainable API strategy and API...
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